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Work analysis techniques are critical, longstanding methods for designers to obtain the knowledge required for good interface design. The majority of current techniques fall into two types: task-centeredand
system- or work domain-centered. These approacheshave different and largely complimentary strengths
and weaknesses,but they focus on different aspectsof the design problem and a unification is required for
completeness. We discuss and compare the characteristics of both approaches. Then we present results
and lessons learned from an attempt to integrate two characteristic analysis techniques in analyzing interface requirements for a simple feedwater system: Rasmussen’s (1985) Abstraction Decomposition
Space(also known as the Abstraction Hierarchy) and Sewell and Geddes(1994) Plan-Goal Graph.
more complex, this approachwill be both inefficient and error
prone. We will discussboth task and work domain analysis
approachesin separatesectionsbelow and then present initial
results from researchfocusedon integrating them to serve
interface design for a petrochemical processingapplication.

INTRODUCTION

Human factors engineering begins with work analysis. This is true both of the field’s history, (e.g., Tayloristic
time and motion studies), and of most textbooks’ recommendations for proceeding with interface design (Booth, 1988;
Norman, 1989; Wickens, 1992). As Woods(1991) puts it
“. . .the design of displays/interfaces/aidsis shaping or processing display surfaces. . . so as to exhibit information for a
domain practitioner” but “information is a relation between
the data, the world the data refers to, and the observer’sexpectations, intentions and interests” (Woods, 1986). Thus, to
know how to shapea display surface,the designer must know
what data are pertinent to the observer’sexpectations,intentions and interests, and in what order and relations. This
knowledge is provided by work analysis methods.
We observethat most work analysis techniques can
be divided into two types basedon their primary focus. Task
analysis (Kirwan & Ainsworth, 1992; Diaper, 1989) describes
the actions that an actor can or should take to accomplish
goals. Work domain analysis techniques (Rasmussen,Pejtersen & Goodstein, 1994; Rasmussen,1985), by contrast,
examine the functional structure of the domain (specifically,
the plant or system)in or on which work must be done.
Each approachhas strengths and weaknesses,but
ultimately they reflect different perspectiveson (and different
avenuesto) the knowledge neededfor human-centeredsystem
design. We believe that a unification of the alternate approachesis required to obtain the complete set of knowledge
neededfor good interface design. Without such unification,
designersand analystsmay still be able to obtain sufficient
knowledge for good interface design, but only in an indirect
and implicit fashion. As systemsand their interfaces become

TASK-BASED

ANALYSIS

AND DESIGN METHODS

Task analysis (TA) techniqueshave a long and productive history in human factors. Kirwan and Ainsworth
(1992), in their comprehensivework on the vast variety of TA
methods, define TA “. . . as the study of what an operator... is
required to do, in terms of actions and/or cognitive processes
to achieve a systemgoal.” Thus, TA methodsare explicitly
about the actions that an actor can or should take to achieve a
goal. That those actions are taken with or on a systemshows
that an analysis of the systemshould be included to provide a
robust understanding of the work to be done. The focus of
TA is the action, however, not the work domain. Knowledge
about tasks captured in analysis typically includes either hierarchical, means-endsrelationships (how subtasksmay be
composedto accomplish higher level tasks) or sequentialrelationships (how tasks must be performed temporally in order
to be successful),or both. Sourcesof information for TAs are
typically user interviews, though observation, experimentation and training or procedural manuals may also be used
(Diaper, 1989). Where these sourcesare absent,and in those
circumstanceswhere task knowledge breaksdown (e.g., unanticipated situations), TA will be impossible, or worse, misleading. When these sourcesdo exist reliably, however,
failure to incorporate them into design will result in inefficiencies or errors in training and operations.
Information needs(both input and output) are typically deducedfor the tasks and these, combined with the task
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relationship information describedabove, can serve as the
basis for prioritizing, clustering, filtering, or sequencinginformation presentation elementsin an interface design. Tasklinked information requirements serve as a particularly powerful basis for constructing “context” sensitive (actdly, user
intent, goal or procedure) interfaces (Funk and Miller, 1997)
since they can dynamically filter information on the basis of
the current user information needs(Rouse,Geddes,and
Curry, 1988; Miller, Funk and Hannen, 1997).

solver.
Becausethe event has not been anticipated by system
designers,the available procedures,experience, and automated aids are not directly applicable. The one thing that
doesremain unchanged, however, is the fUnctiona structure
of the plant and the principles that govern its interactions
with the environment. Further, it is precisely within these
constraints that the operator must improvise a solution.

WORK DOMAIN

Task-basedmodels are like directions for navigation:
they identify the actions that human operatorsshould take for
particular situations; system-basedmodels are more like maps
becausethey emphasizethe overall structure of the plant,
independent of any particular situation. Task models are efficient becausethey identify the information and prioritize it
for pre-defined classesof situations, whereassystemmodels
are more robust becausethey identify the functional relationships that are potentially relevant for all situations.
Table 1 comparesTA and WDA. TAs (and interfacesdesignedIi-om them) are efficient becausethey identify
what needsto be done, and perhapshow. But as a result of
this economy, TAs do not provide the support required to
adapt to unanticipated events. TAs are narrow in their generality becausethey are only applicable to the tasks that have
been identified up fi-ont, and generally, only to specific ways
of doing those task. In task-sensitive interfaces, efficiency is
accomplishedby suppressinginformation not pertinent to
specific tasks at hand, but this may risk loss of accurate,overall knowledge of processstate. While context-sensitivity can
be accomplishedby adapting the interface to specific work
domain states,this frequently presupposesan implicit taskorientation and may undercut the comprehensivenessof information availability describedabove. Finally, again due to
their narrow, brittle, procedural orientation, TAs are also
limited in their ability to support recovery from errors.
WDAs (and interfaces derived from them) have a
complementary set of strengths and weaknesses.Their pri-

ANALYSIS

AND DESIGN METHODS

Work domain analysis (WDA) techniques are more
recent additions to the repertoire of interface design tools.
Most current work in this area derives from Rasmussen’s
(1985) abstraction-decompositionspace(ADS+ommonly,
if somewhatincorrectly, referred to as the ‘Abstraction Hierarchy’. An ADS is a two-dimensional modeling tool that can
be usedto conduct a WDA in complex sociotechnical systems. Rasmussen’sapproach, sharesthe Gibsonian (Gibson
& Crooks, 1938) emphasison the importance of the ‘field” or
ecology in which an actor behavesfor determining or
“constraining” the set of actions which are necessaryor appropriate. There is a growing amount of empirical support
showing that interfacesbasedon such WDAs can lead to better performancethan traditional interface approaches,especially under abnormal situations (Vicente, 1996).
Ecological interface design (Vicente & Rasmussen,
1992) is a theoretical framework that has been developedfor
constructing interfaceson the basis of an ADS. The ADS
provides a comprehensiveanalysis of the means-endsand
part-whole relationships in the functional structure of the
processbeing controlled. It is important to note, however,
that while someTA approachesrepresentmeans-endsrelationships, these are ‘action’ means-ends(i.e., what actions
need to be performed in order to achieve ends at a higher
level). By contrast, an ADS represents‘structural’ meansendsrelationships (i.e., what structural statesof the system
are required in order to achievehigher level ends).
Ecological interface design usesknowledge of constraints in the processto derive, and then directly display,
componentsavailable to effect processstate changesas well
as the difference betweenthe expectedand actual behavior of
the plant. That the operator must take actions on that process
again points to the fact that knowledge about actions should
be included in the interface design, but the primary focus of
WDA techniques is the plant or system,not operator actions.
WDA relies on a detailed knowledge of the plant and
its interactions with the environment-and on the rules,
equations or models governing these interactions. When
these sourcesare inadequate,the analysis will be correspondingly inadequate-but this situation is less common
than might be expected. The greatestthreat to the safetyof
processcontrol systemsis eventsthat are not familiar to operators and that have not been anticipated by designers
(Vicente & Rasmussen,1992). Under these challenging circumstances,the operator’srole is one of adaptive problem

COMPARISON

OF THE TECHNIQUES

Table 1. Relative advantages and disadvantages of TA and
WDA forms of work analysis (and, by extension, to interfaces
designed
from information obtained via these analytic techniques).

TASK

WORK DOMAIN

efficient

effortml

Ability to adapt to
unforeseencontingencies

brittle

flexible

Scopeof
applicability

narrow

broad

Ability to recover
from errors

limited

unlimited

Mental economy
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mary disadvantageis that they do not tell workers what to do
or support them specifically in what they are currently doing.
As a result, WDAs put greater demandson workers and may
lose efficiency by failing to support specific methodsthat are
known to work in specific conditions. Yet WDAs are generally flexible becausethey provide workers with the information they need to generatean appropriate response,on-line in
real-time, to eventswhich have not been anticipated by system designers. Moreover, WDAs also have a broader scope
of applicability. Becausethey show what the systemis capable of doing they provide workers with the discretion to meet
the demandsof the job in a variety of ways that suit their
preferencesor the particular needsof the moment. Finally,
for the reasonsalready discussed,WDAs also provide workers
with the support they need to recover from errors.
Becausethey have complementarystrengths and
weaknesses,it would be useful to include both WDA and TA
techniques in a single, integrated ti-ameworkfor work analysis and interface design. In this way, TA can provide efficiency to deal with predictable tasks, and WDA can provide
the breadth and generality to copewith unanticipated events.
In fact, comprehensiveapproachesto Cognitive Work Analysis (Vicente, in press)have realized that both tasks and work
domain structure, as well as social organization and human
competencies,are necessaryto fully understand the work environment. Our work is an attempt to use more powerful task
representationtechniques, and to integrate them more closely
with work domain representations,than has typically been
attemptedin the past.
TOWARD A UNIFIED ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE
Together with NOVA Chemicals Ltd., we have begun researchtoward an analysis technique that will support
modeling both tasks and work domain constraints and the
relationships betweenthem. As a test case,we have begun by
applying a modified form of Sewell and Geddes( 1990)
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Plan/Goal Graph (PGG), a TA technique which emphasizes
means-endsrelationships betweentasks and the goals they
accomplish, to Vicente’s DURESS II simulation (Vicente,
1996). DURESS II is a thermal-hydraulic processsystem
simulation, which has been extensively modeled using ADS
techniques (Bisantz & Vicente, 1994). Although there is substantial local expertise in operating DURESS II, TA modeling
techniques have not beenapplied and task-basedinterfaces
have not been designedfor it. Thus, it servesas a good domain for developing and testing initial theories and techniques before moving into the more realistic petrochemical
domains that NOVA offers.
We beganby attempting to construct a task model
that paralleled and integrated the work domain information
contained in the ADS model of DURESSII. As a TA technique, PGG is exceptionally good at representing the meansendsrelationships betweentasks and the goals they accomplish (albeit, in terms of action relationships, not in terms of
the structural work domain relationships). However, it is less
good than someother TA techniques at explicitly representing known sequential ordering of tasks (e.g., procedures).
We suspectedthat the action means-ends/plan-goalrelationships captured by PGG would facilitate integration with the
structural means-endswork domain relationships capturedby
the ADS.
Figures 1 and 2 provide the flavor of our analysis.
The PGG formalism demandsan iterative interleaving of
goals and plans or tasks (the terms are used synonymously
here) at subsequentlevels. Goals define intended statesof the
world; tasks representaction sequencesthat are expectedto
accomplish their parent goals, either individually, collectively
or in combinations. PGG endeavorsto representthe set of
available task methods for accomplishing a goal and has been
generally used (Geddes,1994) to facilitate tracking a user’s
choice of methodswhenever alternatives exist.
We found that the structural means-endsrelationships captured in the ADS provided an excellent sourceof

,
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Figure 1. Partial PGG for DURESS II-Top

level.

Figure 2. Partial PGG for DURESS IIBottom/action level.
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information about action possibilities around which tasks
could becomposedor arranged. Each goal in the PGG correspendsto a work domain staterepresentedin the abstraction
hierarchy of the ADS, and the action means-endsdecomposition of actions in the PGG parallels and is informed by the
structural means-endsdecomposition of systemfunction representedin the ADS. This is why the progressive layers ofthe
PGG could be mapped loosely into the different layers ofthe
ADS means-endsdecomposition, as shown along the righthand side of each figure. This also correspondsto the intuition that specific work domain statesand structural elements
are more pertinent to sometasksthan to others, and offers a
partial explanation for why useful context-sensitive interfaces
can be constructedusing either a task-basedor a systemstatebasedorientation for determining context. Further, through
these goal links, the work domain constraint knowledge contained in ADS could be readily usedto identify poor or impossible task choices in the PGG. Given governing state
equations in ADS, theseconstraints could even be determined
dynamically as world statechanges.
Other significant findings from this analysis effort
include:
1. The PGG proved surprisingly easyto constructundoubtedly becausethe plan-goal relationships that are
explicitly modeled in PGG are closely related to the
structural means-endsrelations that are modeled in ADS.
This suggeststhat a promising approach for linking task
knowledge with work domain knowledge is through the
integration of their means-endsrelationships.
2. The ADS model provided a more rigorous, system-valid
basis for building a PGG than might have been available
through relying on users’ mental models. Years of study
with DURESSII have shown that different users develop
different strategiesfor operating the system,and different
levels of understanding of its underlying mechanisms
(Vicente, 1996). Thesedifferent ‘mental models’ of the
systemprovide different levels of support in different usage contexts. If we had been limited to constructing a
PGG on the basis of the understanding provided by a
small set of theseusers,the results might have beenvery
different.
3. As a specific example of #2 above,attempting to closely
follow the ADS structural means-endsdecomposition led
to incorporating information into the PGG that probably
would have been omitted otherwise. For example, we
were temptedto jump immediately I?om “Control Rs~r1
Temp” to methods of controlling flows and heatersrather
than progressing through the Abstract Function layer of
the ADS (representing massand energy balances). That
is becausegeneralized massand energy balancerepresentationsare less ‘natural’ or user-centered,especially
for those users of DURESSII who do not have an extensive engineering background. If massand energy balancesare the ‘right’ or most appropriate way to think
about the domain, (as engineering practice and empirical
researchwith DURESSII have shown-Vicente, 1996)

then by building PGG tasks around them, we arguably
come up with a better abstraction of tasks and goals.
4. On the other hand, the operator task-focus imposedby
the PGG demandedsomeconsiderations outside the
scopeof the ADS. The part-whole dimension of the ADS
analysis decomposesthe overall feedwatersystemfor
DURESS II into two subsystemsbasedon physical
proximity. While this is a valid representation of the
work domain, since each of these subsystemscan provide
flow into either of two reservoirs, the PGG analysis suggestedthat a dynamic grouping in terms of those components currently contributing to eachreservoir’s input
might be more useful for tasks concernedwith individual
reservoir flows.
5. Our PGG analysis currently includes no monitoring or
decision making tasks. This is likely an artifact of using
the ADS as a starting point and, perhaps,of the level of
detail to which the analysis was carried. Since this information is ultimately constrained by systemperformance, it representsan avenuefor closer ties betweenthe
two techniques.
6. We made no attempt in this analysis to incorporate
known proceduresor task sequencingknowledge. This
emphasizedthe strengths of the PGG representation,but
it undercut one of the primary, complimentary advantages of a task representationvis a vis a work domain
representation. Future work will explore extending our
PGG representationto include this information.
OUTPUTS FOR INTERFACE

DESIGN

Although still very much in the developmentstages,
we can make someclaims about the goals of an integrated TA
and WDA interface design technique. Such a technique
should provide and integrate the information currently available I?om both TA and WDA techniques. Initial results suggestthat WDAs tend to identify the information that
operatorsneed to monitor and control a system,and thus, the
information that must be included in an interface. TAs, on
the other hand, tend to identify and prioritize that information, providing guidance to an interface designer in filtering,
prioritizing and clustering information.
There is an inherent tradeoff here, of course. As discussedabove,one of the strengths of interfacesbasedon
WDAs is their claim to information completeness-that is, if
a complete WDA has been conducted,and all relevant work
domain constraints and relationships have been identified,
then an interface basedon this analysis will have the information neededto managethe systemin any set of circumstances-even those unanticipated by the systemdesigners.
On the other hand, there is no guaranteethat the operator will
be able to process,perceive or understand all of that information simultaneously. The outputs of a TA will provide guidance in how to sort and prioritize that information for
presentation, and thus may provide support in minimizing
information overload-but only at the cost of failing to present all neededinformation simultaneously.
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In future work, we will be seeking methods by which
an integrated task and work domain analysis technique can
provide guidance in making that tradeoff. We believe that
knowledge about the work domain constraints and capabilities should serveto help identify task possibilities, and that
knowledge of an operator’s goals or intentions should help
identify those specific work domain elementsand relationships which are pertinent at any point in time. In any case,as
with most current analysis techniques,the results of an integrated TA and WDA analysis will only identify display requirements. The creative step of designing graphical
elements(or elementsin other media) to convey information
to and from the operator remains in the hands of an interface
designer-albeit a designernow equippedwith a more complete understanding of the display requirements driven by
both the work domain and by what the operator wants to accomplish in or on it.
FUTURE WORK
In future work, we intend to extend the TA of
DURESSII to incorporate sequential task knowledge, begin
exploration of the interface design implication of these integrated TA and WDA representationsand, as our approach
evolves, apply it to a specific work domain suggestedby
NOVA Chemicals: the managementof an acetylenehydrogenation reactor in an ethylene refinery.
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